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W

hen Ron Brown opened the doors
of Artistic Granite and Marble in
Nicholasville, Kentucky in 2002,
he did so with one simple idea: combine new
world technology and old world craftsmanship
with great service.
Ron had been a long-time local contractor
known for quality and had the credentials and
résumé to prove it, with experience in several
associated fields. Ron’s son, Chris Brown, is
now General Manager of the new shop, and
shared an interesting backstory. “Dad was a
home builder for fifteen years before transitioning into countertops. The company that
installed granite in one of the houses he was
building did such a terrible job, that dad purchased the slabs for the next house and fabricated them in the garage. That was the start of
Artistic Granite and Marble.”

The Big Move

BB Industries Expands Utah Fulfillment Center

BB

Industries hires Maverick Wilson
as the new Utah warehouse supervisor to manage the company’s expanding
fulfillment center.
Wilson has nearly a decade of experience in successfully managing logistics,
warehouse operations, inventory management and shipping at the United States
Marine Corps Combat Operation Center in
Denver, CO.
“Maverick has an excellent track record
of resolving issues, increasing customer
satisfaction, and driving overall operational improvements,” said Ted Carver,
Director of Logistics for BB Industries.
“Our Utah fulfillment center is doubling
its space and capacity in November, and

we are glad to have Wilson to make that
expansion run smoothly. This expansion
will allow us to increase our inventory
value by 50%, which will reduce stockouts, as well as increase picking efficiencies by 10%.”
“I know my experience with delivery
routing, team workflows and promotional
initiatives can help the Utah BB Industries
team achieve its profitability goals, while
providing world-class customer service,”
added Wilson.
Since its beginning in 1994, BBI’s philosophy has been to offer the best customer service and the best value for the money. This is
accomplished by delivering exceptional products and first-class service to our partners in

Maverick Wilson

the stone, tile, and concrete industries.
For more info, visit BBIndustriesLLC.
com , and BBIndustriesLLC on facebook.com/BBIndustriesLLC.USA .

As the years passed, it was with an unwavering, laser-like focus on his quality and
customers, that Ron’s company grew exponentially. As the saying “Success Breeds
Success” goes, it couldn’t be any truer than
what was to come next for the company. A
move to a larger facility was in the works in
the minds of Ron and Chris, both mechanical engineers. The father/son team would
soon purchase a 10,000 square-foot facility in
October 2020, transfer all the existing equipment, and then get the whole shebang up and
running by March 2021 – but not without a
few bumps in the road, explained Chris. “The
week we were supposed to tear down, move
and reinstall our BACA sawjet, an ice storm
hit. BACA was scheduled months out at the
time, so we had to get it moved that day or
else we would be out of a saw for months!
That resulted in me driving it on the front of a
forklift – in the snow – about a mile down the
highway. We love our BACA sawjet. It has
always been the focal point of the fab shop
with everything else built off of that.”
Please turn to page 2
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Chris also mentioned that their previous
shop location grew organically over the 15
years that they occupied it, but it was not
very conducive to an efficient workflow.
“With this new facility, we were able to
design the processes from the ground up
by plotting out where all of the machines,
A-frames, trenches, cranes, utility lines
and tooling were to be placed. This saved
a lot of headaches, instead of figuring it
out on site, and I would highly encourage
any other fabricator looking to do the same
thing to lay out every last item in CAD.”
Chris went on to say that none of the company’s team members were laid off during
the transition. Instead, they all pitched in to
facilitate the move. “We currently have 15
employees, and I don’t know how we could
have made it through the last few years
without them. Between the late nights,
Saturday work, Sunday work, and holiday
work, they have rolled with the growing
pains and performed incredibly well.”

The Nuts and Bolts of
the New Operation
Current equipment in Artistic Marble
and Granite’s 4,000 square foot, fully
wet shop consists of the BACA two-table
Robo Sawjet, a Farnese Lynx bridge saw
“We love our 2-table BACA Robo Sawjet”

The new shop and equipment was planned around the
capabilities and output of the Robo Sawjet, including a
Farnese Lynx Bridge Saw and a BACA Miter-X, which
sees a lot of use. Mitered tops and islands are a specialty
of the shop.
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and a BACA Miter-X, while three overhead cranes safely serve the entire shop.
“The BACA Miter-X only does one thing,”
explained Chris. “It does a phenomenal job
at getting the miters cut perfectly, which
allows us to make nearly invisible joints,
and I am confident in saying that we produce the best miters in the region.”
Additionally, the company has full,
in-house steel fabrication capabilities for
its special projects, such as floating vanities and shower seats. To date, and most
notable is the support system for a levitating island, as well as an all-metal, 10-footlong fire pit table, shown elsewhere in
this story. Metal up to 1-inch thick is cut
on their BACA Saw Jet, fitted and then
welded using a hand controlled Tungsten
Inert Gas (TIG) welder. “It’s nice to do
our metal work in-house,” explained Ron
Brown. “We have two mechanical engineers here, so we can do the design work
and cut it here. I tell people that there’s
nothing we can’t do. If you’re going to do
a twenty-foot levitation table, it’s going to
be very expensive, but we’ll design it and
put whatever steel in there that’s needed to
support the load that you require. If we had
to wait for a local welding shop to build
it, that might add six weeks to the job,
because of the complexity, and getting the
quotes. It just simplifies things so much
doing it in-house.”
Please turn to page 3

Efficient machines, attention to details,
and quality hand-finishing allows Artistic
Granite and Marble to maintain its commitment to customer satisfaction.
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Production Software
As for software to help control sales,
fabrication and installation, the company
uses Moraware CounterGo for quoting,
and Google Calendar for production and
job tracking. Most of the company’s sales
are residential, and due to customer loyalty
built over the years, very little sales come
from the web, said Chris, adding, “Dad’s
reputation as a builder has generated much
of the word of mouth around us, which
is how most of our customers reach us.
We do very little in terms of advertising.
Around 60% of our jobs are new builds,
and word-of-mouth is critical. You don’t
get that unless your customers are satisfied
every step of the way, and maintaining that
relationship with our builders and contractors has been of utmost importance to our
company.”
The company’s reach of service for
90% of their jobs extends 25 miles from
Nicholasville, Kentucky, to the greater
Lexington area. Most clients are from a
high-end demographic, wanting select or
exotic materials to embellish their homes.
To satisfy their desires, at any one time,
Artistic Marble and Granite stocks over
500 slabs in 58 colors. These materials are
mostly sourced through local suppliers.
However, the company will occasionally
import containers, said Chris. “Our market is as hot as it has ever been, right now.
I’ve seen reports of building slowing down
nationwide, but have not seen anything
approaching a slowdown as of yet in and
around Lexington. We specialize in high
dollar stone, which lately has meant a lot
of quartzites.”

Family Ties
Ron’s daughter, Carrie Brown, is also
an integral part of the company. Coming
onboard in 2018, Carrie started in a position that you might not expect, recalled
Ron. “I was a little concerned about bring
her on, because there were the usual sibling
rivalry issues between my kids when they
were teenagers.
“So, even with the possibility of some
friction there, I was so delighted when she
came onboard. Carrie and Chris have each
other’s back and work really good together.
“Actually, when we first started her, she
was an installer. I kind of try people in a

position to prove that they really want to
work for me, and instead of giving her an
easy job I put here on an install crew. We
used to have apartment jobs, and she would
be on one end of an island, and carry it up
three flights of steps. She’s a pretty tough
girl, plays women’s rugby, and works out
a lot. She actually was able to shame some
of the install boys and get them to work a
little harder. I think they were embarrassed
to have a girl outworking them!
“So that trial period worked out well. She
proved to be a real asset, and she really
liked doing it, initially. But, her real talent is working in the office, and working
with customers.” Carrie is now in charge
of sales and bookkeeping for the company.
Chris’ confidence in their quality shows
through loud and clear in their 4,000
square foot showroom filled with tasteful and impressive displays, including
quartzite, quartz, granite, marble and glass
tops. Multiple vignettes include a levitating island in quartzite, a working kitchen
in Silestone (great for company parties), a
book-matched conference table in quartzite, and a vanity and 2-story fireplace in
marble. A large display of materials are
also featured in 40 by 90 inch dimensions,
as well as four full-size quartzite slabs to
catch the interest of clients looking for
something extra special.
Please turn to page 16
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Artistic Granite’s 4,000
square-foot showroom
features some eye-popping
samples. With offices on the
second floor, there’s also
ample space to grow.
Top left: A 2-story fireplace
in Neolith Calacatta dominates one end of the showroom. Other vignettes include
a Cambria Bentley shower, a
book-matchedconferencetable
in quartzite (Below), a working
kitchen that features working
bar taps and authentic bourbon
barrel insets, and (Bottom) an
ingenious cantilevered floating
island,alsoinmiteredquartzite,
plus large display of materials in
40 by 90 inch samples, as well as
four full-size quartzite slabs.
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Above: Before and after repair of cracked granite, chiefly caused by
excess collected moisture, and an oxidized support rod.

Why does granite crack
in front of a sink? This area
is very prone to cracking,
mainly because of breakdown in the caulk sealant around the sink. As the
caulk deteriorates, excess
moisture around the sink
area can cause the installed
reinforcing rod to oxidize,
rust, and expand over time
– causing the stone to crack.
In addition to caulking it’s important to seal your stone, as this will
prevent moisture from penetrating
the stone and triggering the reinforcing rod to oxidize. Prevention
is key and it’s very easy. Inspect
the caulking around your sink
and ensure your stone is regularly
sealed.
Also, accidents can happen: In
some cases, especially on new

In some cases the underlying
cabinet will need to be replaced.

construction jobsites or remodel
projects, someone steps on the
edge of the countertop – perhaps
to work on cabinets or windows.
In other cases, the homeowner
may step on the edge or in front
of the sink to replace a light bulb –
and the damage is done.
Please turn to page 5
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Industry Calendar of Events
November 2022

INTRODUCING

Greenbuild International Conference and Expo
When: Tuesday, November 1, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET) through
Thursday, November 3, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET)
Where: Moscone Center, San Francisco, CA

Dimension Stone
Design Manual 2022

ISFA Podcast Series Behind the Surface: Annual Strategic Planning (online)
When: Released, November 2, 2022
Rockheads Event: In-Person Meeting
When: Tuesday, November 1 to Friday, Nov 4, 2022
Where: Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

The stone industry’s single-source reference for
dimension stone design and construction facts and details.

ISFA Workshop: Installing Profitability
When: Wednesday, November 9, 2:00 PM
Where: Online
NSI Event: California Stone Summit– Take Your Organization to the Next Level
When: Thursday, November 10, 9:00 AM — 3:00 PM (ET)
Where: 4291 Pell Drive, Ste A, Sacramento, CA 95838
ASLA Conference on Landscape Architecture
When: Friday, November 11, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET) through
Monday, November 14, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET)
Where: Moscone Center, San Francisco, CA
NSI Event: Block Talk: Women in Stone’s Virtual Stone Chat (Zoom Call)
When: Tuesday, November 15, 2:00 PM — 3:00 PM (ET)
NSI Webinar: Natural Stone vs. Manmade Materials: Interior Applications
When: Wednesday, November 16, 11:00 AM — 12:00 PM (ET)
Where: Online

December 2022

Middle East Stone Show
When: Monday, December 5, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET) through
Thursday, December 8, 12:00 AM — 11:59 PM (ET)
Where: Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE)

Access the digital version at
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/DSDM.

NSI Virtual Quarry Tour: Granites of America: Deere Isle (Online)
When: Wednesday, December 14, 11:00 AM — 12:00 PM (ET)
IFA Podcast Series: Behind the Surface (Online)
Delegating with Confidence
When: Released, December 7, 2022

Granite Repair

A

Continued from page 4

So: what can do you to repair a cracked
countertop? A skilled stone restoration
professional can reassemble broken pieces
much like assembling a puzzle. If the damage is caused by an oxidized steel rod, the
first step is to remove the rod and any traces
of iron. Next is a thorough cleaning of the
sub-top, and each piece of broken stone.
The sub top wood may require rebuilding
and preparation. Each stone piece is then
carefully glued together with color matching epoxy. Once all pieces are assembled
in place, clamps are used to set and secure
all the pieces. Once all the glue or adhesives is cured the stone will require honing
and polishing to sand flush and blend into
the existing finish.

Wiekrykas Named New
Abrasive Technology CEO

Restored sink: this particular job involved reconstruction of the underlaying
wood cabinet. Effective caulking and sealing is key to preventing failures like this.

For advice on repairing granite and other
stone and quartz surfaces, contact Frank
Sciarrino at Granite Gold Services at 800475-7866 or email frank@granitegold.com.

brasive Technology
Aviation, Canberra, and
is pleased to
Quest Global.
announce Clement
“Clement is a highly
Wiekrykas has been named
accomplished executive,
as the Company’s Chief
and we are excited to have
Executive Officer. Prior
him join our team,” said
to joining Abrasive
Butch Peterman, Founder
Technology, Wiekrykas
of Abrasive Technology.
served as the President of
“In addition to his strong
Clement Wiekrykas
E.A. Patten, an aeroengine
experience in the aerospace
component manufacturing business within and industrial markets, Clement is a fantasConsolidated Aerospace Manufacturing, tic leader and is someone who values peowhich was acquired by Stanley Black & ple. I look forward to supporting Clement
Decker in 2020.
to grow the Company going forward.”
With Wiekrykas’ appointment as CEO,
Wiekrykas began his career at Pratt & Butch will transition to a Board role, while
Whitney and developed a strong track remaining involved as a strategic advisor
record at diversified manufacturing com- to the Company.
panies including Hamilton Sundstrand,
Please turn to page 9
United Technologies, General Electric
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Where Will You Be When
the Music Stops?

W

hen the music stops, will you
have a place to sit, or will
you be “out’ of the game? In
the game of musical chairs, we have to
guess when the music will stop and hope
that, when it does, we will have a place to
sit so we can continue to play the game.
Otherwise, we are out.
At the time of writing this article, the
Federal Reserve has not only increased the
prime lending rate again, but the Fed chairman stated rate increases would continue
into next year. He also stated the Fed’s goal
was to drive unemployment up, and they
expected the housing market to weaken
significantly. Additionally, the stock market has dropped 20% for this year, mortgage rates have doubled, and housing starts
are off 20%. None of this is good news for
fabricators. (Yes, even a loosening of the
labor market is not good if you are also laying off workers.)
This data doesn’t guarantee we’ll have a
recession but, if we do have a recession,
when does it start, how deep does it go, and
how long does it last? Better yet, are you
prepared for the impact on your business?
Would you rather ‘guess’ when
the music is going to stop – when
this super strong demand for
countertops will end – and hope
you will still be able to play the
game - or would you rather have
a plan for when the music stops
and know you are prepared for
whatever this economy throws at
you?

When I ask this question, many shop
owners will say they have prepared for a
downturn by paying off all their loans and
banking cash. That’s a solid strategy – if
you’ve already completed implementation
of it. Unfortunately, it’s pretty late in the
game to start implementing that strategy.
One of the challenges with using only
this approach is predicting how long any
downturn will last and how much cash you
will need to weather the storm. For this
strategy to really work, it also needs some

Ed Young

Fabricator’s Business
Coach

proactive components. Here are a few to
consider.

Raise prices now.
The mechanic’s adage of ‘tighten it until
it strips, then back it off a quarter turn’
applies. Intentionally increase pricing until
your customers start to really complain,
then back off a little. All your operating costs are going up, as are your material costs. (A quick check on your pricing
structure: For retail jobs, your material cost
for the job – including waste – should run
about 30% of the sales price. If it is higher,
you probably haven’t been keeping up with
the increase in your slab prices.)
Once inflation is no longer increasing,
your customers will automatically push
back on price increases. Increase prices
now while you still can.

Know your leading indicators.
If your first indication of a slowdown in
volume is a decrease in orders, you’ll find
yourself constantly behind the curve and
playing catch-up to current market conditions. To manage your business effectively (in either a downturn or an upturn),
you need earlier indicators of business
volume.
Quote volume obviously precedes
order volume. How is your quote volume trending? How is your conversion ratio of quotes to orders trending?
Posting this data where employees can see
it keeps them from having emotional reactions based on perception – and allows you
to operate based on facts.
Inbound calls and showroom traffic precede quotes. How are those trending?
Are you using a CRM (customer relationship manager software) to track:
• Social media engagement
• Web site traffic
• How quickly your salespeople
respond to inquiries
• How quickly your salespeople turn
around quote requests
• Trends for all the above

Would you rather ‘guess’ when the
music is going to stop – when this
super strong demand for countertops
will end – and hope you will still be able
to play the game - or would you rather
have a plan for when the music stops
and know you are prepared for whatever this economy throws at you?
Think of these leading indicators as an
early warning system – radar – for your
business. It will tell you what business
changes are headed your way so you can
proactively deal with those changes.

Quantify your intuition.
You have additional fees for full height
splashes, raised bar tops, mitered edges, and
mitered full drop legs because you know
they take longer to fabricate and install.
But have you measured the true impact of
those factors on your profitability?
You know that some K&Bs and some
contractors are more challenging to deal
with than others, and they probably impact
your profits accordingly. But have you
quantified their impact on your profitability relative to your other customers?
You know that some market segments
generate more profit for you than others. Have you quantified that impact, so
emotion and your personal desires don’t
color your decisions? Analyzing metrics like Throughput Dollars ($T) as a percent of sales is a start but, to really get
at the heart of the matter, analyze $T per
install hour for your market segments, your
kitchen configurations, your materials, and
your B2B customers. Determine what factors drive that variation and compare that
impact to how fast you burn cash. This will
quantify your business intuition to help
you make sound business decisions.

Invest in good tools.
Anything you can afford to purchase
and implement that will allow you to produce more kitchens with the same labor or
less labor and/or improves your quality is
an automatic ‘do it’. All digital tools fall
in this category: digital templating, CNC
equipment, tool setters for CNCs, etc. So
does material handling equipment like

HOPE

is not
an eﬀective
business strategy
cranes and powered install carts. Focus on
tools that help break recurring bottlenecks
to the flow of orders through the entire
business – including the front office. Don’t
forget to upgrade your company’s computer systems as well.
Anything that improves the customer’s experience falls in this category. Take
advantage of technology to automatically
communicate the status of sales calls, templater arrival, and install crew schedules to
your customers. This helps them feel safe
and cared for. Invest in customer service
training for customer-facing employee –
including templaters and installers. Invest
in upgrading the selling skills of your
salespeople.

Build your marketing plan now.
Too many shops rely solely on wordof-mouth marketing. While nothing beats
a solid customer referral, you need a way
to effectively leverage those referrals. This
calls for a solid marketing plan.
What is your market identity and how
does your market message communicate
that? How well does this differentiate you
from your competition? Have you customized your marketing message to meet the
unique needs of each of your primary market segments?
Please turn to page 11
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ADJUSTABLE HOT DIPPED
#140467 GALVANIZED WORK TABLE
The most heavy duty work table on the market. Well built!

84”
27”

Load Capacity: 1100 lbs
Length: 84"
Width: 27"
Height: 32"-44"
4 swivel casters with locks.
4 Screw levers/stabilizers.
Ships broken down for
easy shipping.

DOUBLE SIDED

A FRAMES

Designed for granite, marble,
engineered stone, quartz,
soap stone, travertine, onyx,
and all other natural stone
counter top and island pieces.
This cart will literally last
15 years or more!

32”- 44”

59”

Scan for more info.

Made out of solid steel that will support 2cm, 3cm, and laminate
granite, engineered stone, quartz, quartzite, and all stone.

What makes this the best
fabrication work table out there?

SMALL A FRAME
78" X 43" X 58"

#18010480
LARGE A FRAME
96" X 43" X 68"

Hot dipped galvanized.
Expect to last 20+ years, more than
4x’s longer than a painted table.
Will fit any worker in the shop with the most comfort.
27" Width: The perfect width for fabricating tops. Allows
adjusting the top, as well as cutting bowls and sinks
out inside the frame of the table.
Wood inserts included. They don’t scratch the tops,
can cut into it, and easily slide them inside the table
to support cutouts, between vanities, etc.

1-704-940-0115 info@wehausa.com wwwwehausa.com

The 4 screw levelers/stabilizers (2 on each side) adjust
for the slope of the floor, to line up seams on another
table, as well as create stability and eliminate any
movement from the table when fabricating.

#18010484

SPECIFICATIONS
Load Capacity: 4410 LBS
(2205 lbs per side)
Length: 96“
Width: 43“
Load Height: 60“
Overall Height: 68”
Width of contact surface: 16“
Uprights: 10 (5 on each side)
Weight: 342 lbs
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The Seven Most Common Website
Problems of Countertop Shops

I

speak with a lot of fabricators and see
many of the same problems regarding
anything having to do with their countertop shop being online. Here is a list of
the issues that I frequently encounter, and
some tips on how to improve your shop’s
website.

1. Website is 10+ years old
Most fabricators have a website, which
is good, but the issue is a lot of them are
very outdated. I will readily agree that an
old website is better than no website at all,
but you want it to look good. Homeowners
are trusting you to come into their home
and spend time in the most precious place
in their house, their kitchen! They will
judge your business by your web site, and
be turned off if your website looks stale
and outdated.

2. A shop doesn’t own its website (built on a platform)
There are many ways to build your website. We use WordPress for our own site
and clients’ websites. But there are also
Wix, SquareSpace, GoDaddy, etcetera…
The problem with the three I just mentioned is that you don’t own that website.
When a site is built on Wix, SquareSpace,
GoDaddy, or one of the other website
builders, you pay them a monthly fee for

Stephen Alberts
Countertop Marketing
that website. If you decide to take your
website to a different host, you don’t
get to take that website with you. They
technically own it. But when it’s built on
WordPress you own it 100%. All you need
to do is pay for the hosting.

3. The website was designed without
thinking of the user experience
It’s your business and you want a site
designed the way you like it. But the issue
here is that not only should it look good
in your eyes, it should also be very functional to a user. I see some wacky websites
where the navigation bar is hard to find.
If someone can’t find a link to your granite page on your site, you will lose them!
This happens often when “my nephew”
designed the website (I hear that often).
It’s very easy to jump into online marketing and the web design industry. Most are
not skilled in conversion optimization and
user experience optimization. If you want
to get more project leads from your site,
make sure the person designing it has
some experience in creating a site that
will convert visitors into leads into sales.

WordPress is one of the most overlooked and under-rated tools for building and
maintaining a website. Plus, when you build with WordPress, you own your content.

4. Nothing is being tracked
You need to track when someone submits a quote on your website and also
when someone calls you for a quote. If you
aren’t tracking these metrics, then you will
never know where your leads are coming
from. I’ve spoken with companies that
are spending 10K+ per month on ads, and
they have no idea where the leads are coming from. I’d say about 90% of companies
are not tracking anything. Not good.

5. Reviews aren’t managed
If you’re a countertop shop and are just
starting out, the best thing you can do for
your company is to start getting reviews.
And when I say reviews, you mostly want
Google reviews. This will help you get
shown on Google maps, and also, people
love to read reviews online.
However, I often see companies that are
10-20 years old with only a few reviews.
Now, you don’t need 100 reviews a
month, two to three is a good goal to hit.
So that adds up to around 20 reviews a
year. That’s a great amount to shoot for.
More is better, but recent reviews are better than more reviews. That’s a confusing
statement, so let me explain!

Newer Outranks Number
If a homeowner is looking for a countertop and they are reading reviews about
some local shops and you have 50 reviews,
but most are over a year old, that’s not as
good as the company with 25 reviews that
are recent. The company with 25 reviews
has had a few reviews each month over
the last year. The issue with the company
with the 1-year-old reviews is that a lot
can happen within a year! Change of ownership or management? That could be the
reason. The consumer is left to speculate
why there is a review gap. So even if it’s a
few each month, newer reviews will give

Keep up with your social media profiles,
content, and posts. Relevant, recent
posts will help generate customer trust
and drive more traffic to your business.

them confidence that you are still doing
good work – but more importantly, they
can trust you to do a good job.
The other issue I see with Google reviews
is that they are not being responded to,
whether by the shop owner or an employee
tasked with updating the website. Whether
you get a positive or negative review,
jump into your Google Business Profile
and respond to the review. This shows
really good customer service and that you
care to take the time to respond. Make sure
each response is unique.

6. Poor follow-up on leads
If I had to pick a few of the costliest mistakes, I’d say that follow-up and tracking
are the biggest issues out there for countertop shops. When someone books a
call with us we have them fill out a survey so we can get a sense of their business
before the call. We ask them to rate their
follow-up process with leads on a scale
of 1-10. The average score is 3. That’s a
huge issue!
If you want to grow your shop, you need
to get the things I discussed in order, but
you must get a follow-up process put in
place. Some of the systems like Moraware,
Actionflow, and Eased Edge can be used
as a customer relationship management
(CRM) tool. We also have our own CRM
that can be used called STONE ENGAGE.
At the very least, use a spreadsheet and
keep track of the leads there. It will be
messy and time-consuming doing it that
way, but you will close more countertop
projects by following up with leads.
Please turn to page 9
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Continued from page 8

7. Non-existent on social media
A surprising number of shops nowadays
do a pretty good job with social media. I
sometimes see that some of the posts are
months or years old (which is not good),
but most fabricators have Facebook and
Instagram accounts. And that’s really all
you need. Post pictures of completed projects a few times a week and grow your FB
and IG profiles organically and you’ll be
all set for potential customers to find you
on social media.
Hopefully, I’ve provided you with a
few ideas that you can work on within
your own shop. You don’t need to conquer them all within a month, or even
six months! Set a goal of a year to make
sure all of the seven points outlined above
are in order, and you’ll be in a good spot
to attract customers to your website and
shop, after that.
Stephen Alberts is the owner of the
Countertop Marketing Co and STONE
ENGAGE. They specialize in helping
countertop companies grow the retail side
of their business outside of word-of-mouth
and referrals. They also offer software to
help you engage more with customers and
close more countertop projects.
To learn more please visit counter
topmarketingco.com or stonengage.com .
You can also email Stephen at steve@
countertopmarketingco.com .

Wiekrykas New
Abrasive Tech CEO
Continued from page 5

Wiekrykas added, “I am excited to
accept the position as CEO of Abrasive
Technology and join this long-standing
organization. Abrasive Technology is a
unique company with engineered superabrasive solutions that are applicable to a
wide range of growing end markets.” He
also stated, “I am humbled to be entrusted
with Abrasive Technology’s next chapter and look forward to building upon its
50-year heritage of innovative products,
industry firsts, and long-term growth.”

The Stone Detective
… Gets Caught in the Rain

IT

is strange how events can help you
solve a problem. There’s an old saying: “When you least expect it, expect it.”
This was so true today when I was asked
to explain a limestone pool deck that was
falling apart.
I was sitting next to the Admiral enjoying my morning cup of joe when I heard
this loud “boom” of sound. I turned around
on my stool and saw it was not just raining,
I mean it was pouring. It was so loud Flo
had dropped the coffee pot, which exploded
and went all over the floor. The entire diner
erupted in a round of applause. The Admiral
turned to me and said, “I think my wife is
starting to get depressed with all this rain
we’re getting. Every day, I see her at the
window with a sad look on her face. If it
gets any worse, I might have to let her back
inside. Haw haw haw!”
Flo rolled her eyes and continued to clean
up the coffee mess. I just smiled and was
about to fire back with, “If you want to build
an ark, I Noah a guy…” LOL! But I wasn’t
going to wait for him to fire back with
another dad joke, so I grabbed my umbrella
and headed out the door.
I was fumbling for my keys to the old
Woody and dropped them in a puddle by
the door. I reached in the puddle and yuck
– the keys had a slimy residue on them. I
didn’t think anything more of it then, but
later that day it would prove to be a clue to
yet another stone dilemma.
I finally got in the car when my phone
rang. The voice on the other end was a
soft-spoken lady. She identified herself

According to Scott Kirkendall of Blue
Sea Capital, Abrasive Technology’s private equity partner, “Clement is an
accomplished executive who brings an
extensive track record of consistent impact
and business improvement to Abrasive
Technology.” Kirkendall also noted that,
“Looking forward to 2023 and beyond,
Clement and the Company’s leadership
team will be focused on growing share in
the dental, aerospace, medical, and industrial superabrasive markets through best-inclass engineering capabilities, new product
development, and strategic acquisitions.”
Abrasive technology is celebrating its
50th Anniversary. For more information
visit www.abrasive-tech.com .

Frederick M. Hueston, PhD

as an attorney and told me
she had a client who had a
large pool deck made out
of limestone, and it was
flaking and falling apart.
She went on to say that they
are contemplating suing the
designer due to obviously
poor-quality stone. I almost
broke out in my “there is no
such thing as a poor-quality stone since its made
by nature” lecture, but I
held back and let her
go on. She asked if I
could schedule a day and time to go
out and take a look at it. I told her this afternoon would work.
I arrived at a huge estate. It was so large I
thought I would need a map to navigate my
way around. Fortunately, I was greeted by
a gentleman who identified himself as the
caretaker. I so wanted to ask him who owned
this enormous tax write-off, but maybe that
wasn’t the most professional way to get
started.
He led me to around back to the pool
deck surrounding a huge, Olympic-sized
pool. The deck was made of large format
limestone pavers. There were also several
walkways leading from the driveway and the
back of the home to the deck.
As I walked around I also noted that many
of the pavers were spalled and flaking. Just
as I was about to bend down and take a

closer look, a large clap of thunder almost
caused me to drop my phone. A second later
it started to pour. We all ran under a covered
porch waiting for the rain to stop. As I was
standing there, I noted that the covered porch
had the same limestone but was in perfect
condition. I also noted that the rain was not
flowing onto the porch. Suddenly, I had one
of those “Aha!” moments. I told the attorney that I had all I needed, and I was going
to check out a few things before I got back
to her. Of course, I covered all my bases and
asked all the basic chemical-investigation
questions such as the type of cleaner they
used, was it power washed, etcetera.
Later that afternoon I was sitting at my
office, and I logged on to see the several
weather reports that I often check. I found a
site that monitors acid rain in that town. Lo
and behold – when I saw the pH of the rain I
had my answer. The average pH of rain over
the last four years has been anywhere from
4.2-5.1. Any pH under 5.1 is considered to
be acid rain. So, if you know that limestone
is sensitive to acid, then it is logical to conclude that acid rain was causing the decay of
the stone. I called the attorney and gave her
my report. Now all she has to do is successfully sue Mother Nature for her client to get a
new pool deck. Another case solved.
The Stone Detective is a fictional character created by Dr. Frederick M. Hueston,
PhD, written to entertain and educate. Dr.
Fred has written over 33 books on stone and
tile installations, fabrication and restoration
and also serves as an expert for many legal
cases across the world. Fred has also been
writing for the Slippery Rock Gazette for
over 20 years.
Send your comments to fhueston@stoneforensics.com .

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

The Seven Most
Common Website
Problems
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Training & Education

next year, and chart out the course for
the next three months for how you will
make progress towards those goals!
You will be glad you did!

Roger and His Fabrication Shop
Chapter V: Assessing the Journey

W

hen Coach Rick started the
Zoom session a few minutes
early, Roger was already on
and ready to roll, not even waiting for the
coach to kick off the coaching session.
“What I feel like expressing is I am
FIRED UP! I went through our 3-Year
and 1-Year plans with my leadership
team, and frankly, I was stunned. You
told me when we started this process that I
would over-estimate what I could accomplish in the short-term, and under-estimate
what I would accomplish in the longer
term. I didn’t really understand that at the
time, but I absolutely see what you mean
now. Our 3-Year goals are now looking
like they should be our 1-Year goals, and
we have pretty much completed all of
the 1-Year goals and objectives! All of
us were amazed at how much we have
accomplished over the last eleven months,
and how much more relaxed things are
now. We are ready to set even more ambitious goals next week at GrowthCLUB!
And that’s what I feel like expressing,”
concluded Roger.
“What I feel like expressing is my team is
excited about next week’s GrowthCLUB.
There will be more businesses building
their next set of 90-Day Plans than we
ever have had before! We have a great
learning session lined up and awards to
give out to the most improved in multiple categories. I am excited to hear about
your leadership review and preparations,
and that’s what I feel like expressing,”
answered Coach Rick.

“One of the most important
reasons for studying history is
that virtually every stupid idea
that is in vogue today has been
tried before and proved disastrous before, time and again.
Do we need to keep repeating
the same mistakes forever?”
– Thomas Sowell

Contact
Synchronous
Solutions
for more information about how our
Synchronous Flow Operating System
can transform your business, and to learn
more about our ActionCoach Executive
Business Coaching offerings.
Visit the website www.Synchronous
Solutions.com .

Rick Phelps
Synchronous Solutions

“Thank you, Coach! I suppose you want
me to start with the numbers?” asked
Roger. “Of course you do,” Roger continued without waiting for a response.
“Revenue is up 27% year over year, while
Profits are up 79% year over year. Our $T
Ratio is up 5.7 points to 66.3%. Our Cash
Gap is down to 2.7 weeks, and our Labor
Gap is currently a positive $11,500. Our
Conversion Rate is up 7% while the number of leads is up almost 15%.”
Coach Rick had a huge grin on his face
as he listened to Roger rattle off these numbers. “Impressive! And I don’t just mean
the numbers! Tell me about the change in
“Roger,” year over year.”
“The change in Roger?” asked Roger as
he laughed. “Well, for starters, last year’s
version of Roger didn’t even know most
of those metrics existed, much less how
to pronounce them or calculate them!
Hmmm, and last year’s Roger was a
stressed-out mess working all the time to
not even break even, while now things are
relaxed, the business is generating the cash
needed to grow, while I have more time to
enjoy life with my family. I certainly like
this Roger a whole lot better than the old
Roger, and so do the people around me!”
“That’s great, Roger!” exclaimed the
coach, “Tell me about what you and your
team are thinking about with respect to
your 1-year and 3-year goals that you
will be working out in GrowthCLUB next
week.”

Roger began giving his coach an overview of what could be expected at next
week’s planning session, laying out Roger
and his team’s focus for improving the
business over the next 90 days.
……
Why bother planning? As we are witnessing in Ukraine, ‘no battle plan survives the first contact with the enemy’!
The value of planning is not in the plan,
but rather the focused thinking that goes
into creating the plan. Every 90 days we
bring our coaching clients together for a
day of learning, assessing, and planning
the leadership work for the coming quarter. At the end of the year that planning
day expands to cover the longer-range
planning for the next year and three years
too.

Rick Phelps has been applying the concepts of Synchronous Flow to difficult
industrial problems at dozens of businesses and organizations around the
world, since the early 1980s.
In 2009, as Cleveland Cliffs’ Director
of Continuous Improvement, Rick took
on a failing Lean Six Sigma organization, refocused their improvement work
using Synchronous Flow, and created a
shop floor, engagement driven, continuous improvement process that Cliffs credits with creating a sustained $100M per
year reduction in production costs.
Now, back working with Ed Hill at
Synchronous Solutions, Rick is once
again applying Synchronous Flow in
the countertop industry, and having a
blast! Rick lives with his family in the
Cleveland, Ohio area.

PRIORITIZE – FOCUS – FINISH
— that’s our mantra!
If, as a business owner, you don’t regularly take the time to examine your goals
and objectives, along with progress being
made on them, you will begin to drift and
lose focus. Before you know it, months,
even years, have gone by and you have
made little progress toward your dreams
of a finished business and a life beyond
work.
Experience has shown that after three
months things have changed so much that
any plan barely reflects the current reality.
Quarterly planning comes right when it is
needed. The energy for implementing the
past plan is waning. Time to re-energize
and re-prioritize what you and your team
are working on!
The end of another year is fast approaching. Do yourself and your business a huge
favor – block out a day to review the
year’s accomplishments, set objectives for

“The Thanksgiving
tradition is, we overeat. ‘Hey, how about
at Thanksgiving we
just eat a lot?’ ‘But
we do that everyday!’
‘Oh. What if we eat
a lot with people
that annoy the hell
out of us?’ ”
– Jim Gaffigan
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there just isn’t enough room to mention
everything.
The point is: these meetings are informative, enlightening, and helpful for anyone
in the industry. If you have never gone to
one, check their calendar. Make the decision to go. As the meeting was breaking
up, one fabricator stood up and said that he
was leaving a better fabricator than when
he came in. Isn’t that what we all want? To
be better at what we do.

Coming Soon to a Summit Near You

T

he NSI (Natural Stone Institute) is
the backbone of this industry. They
help us with education, advice,
knowledge, and so many other things. If
you have a problem, they have experts
to help. If you want to learn more about
certain aspects of this industry, they have
classes. If you need stone information, they
have a data base. They give virtual quarry
tours, virtual informational webinars, and
Women in Stone has regular virtual meetings as well.

To that end, what you may or may not
know is that the NSI holds town hall meetings around the country throughout the
year. This year they visited seven states,
from coast to coast, Virginia to California,
Illinois to New Mexico. These meetings
are open to various aspects of our industry: vendors, suppliers, fabricators, shop
owners, and other industry personnel. The
NSI posts these events on their website
calendar, along with all their other events.
Registration in advance is the best way
to go:
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/
events1/calendar-listing .
Recently, NSI held a Town Hall Summit
at MS International in Sterling, Virginia.
There was a varied lineup of topics. The
first topic up for discussion was “Coming
Trends.” We all know that gray or gray
and white has been the décor of choice
for quite some time. That trend seems to
be giving way to using warmer brown and
gold tones, like Calcutta Gold. However,
it was also mentioned that white porcelain is on the uptick and quartzites seem to
be becoming more popular. NSI is going
to try and put out some porcelain classes
next year to help fabricators become more
knowledgeable and comfortable with it.
There was also a huge discussion on
making or obtaining half slabs of quartz
or porcelain slabs to make vanity projects
more budget friendly. The end result to that
was some suppliers have them and some
don’t, so you just need to become familiar
with your suppliers’ inventory, and don’t
hesitate to ask your supplier if he has any
broken pieces that might fit your project.
Another trend that was discussed was the
growing number of non-countertop projects fabricators were being asked to do.
Fabricators are being asked to do more
showers, walls, floors, and fireplaces.
Fabricators also mentioned that the simpler edges like eased, or pencil were more

Sharon Koehler
Stone Industry Consultant
the norm now, and the fancier edges such
as ogee or triple pencil were just an every
once in a while edge choice. Another thing
that fabricators seem to dread, but seems to
be a topic of discussion with customers, is
when the project is 3cm material, but the
customer wants a 2cm backsplash.
After the topic of trends came a discussion on supply chain issues. Everyone
seems to be having them to some degree.
Customers seem to be aware that there are
issues but the best thing to do is to just be
upfront with your supply issues and let
them know what you can do for them. On
the backside, diversify your supply chain.
Add suppliers to your chain that can fortify your shop’s offerings. If you are having sink issues, look at new suppliers. The
same goes for stone, quartz, faucets, tile,
and anything else you may offer. This
may mean working with suppliers that you
never worked with before, but it also may
ease or solve your supply chain problem.
Shortages were not the only supply chain
issue discussed. Port delays, skyrocketing
prices, and secondary billing were also discussed with honestly. There was no resolution forthcoming, just plenty of voiced
frustration from the gallery.
The biggest topic of the summit was
OSHA Compliance. Should you bring
OSHA into your shop on a voluntary basis
for an OSHA consultation? NSI made several comments on this topic:
The largest category of OSHA compliant tickets seems to be in the areas of
paperwork and training (i.e. – SDS sheets,
safety documents, training sheets and
information).
• A voluntary OSHA consultation is free
to everyone in every state.
• It is a complete and comprehensive
safety audit of your company.
• You must agree to fix any serious risks
found during the inspection.
• You usually have up to 90 days to fix
issues unless the violation is extremely
life- threatening.
• OSHA also has Industrial Hygienists
who can monitor shop noise, and conduct hearing and silica checks on the
shop crew.
Signing up does prevent you from getting

any tickets or fines from any OSHA representative that drops into your shop after
you sign up for a consultation. You show
that you are in consultation, even if they
haven’t been there yet, and the OSHA representative that walked through your door
unannounced will not continue inspection.
Signing up is as simple as going to www.
osha.gov/Consultation .
During lunch there were tours of the MSI
warehouse and plenty of time for networking with other suppliers, sponsors, fabricators, and vendors that were there.
The afternoon session was just as informative as the morning session. The discussions revolved around where to find
employees, plus how to train and retain
them. The most popular method to find
employees was through current employee
referrals. There was a large discussion on
how to train and retain employees. One
gentleman gave tips on that as he has several employees who have been with him
over a decade. There was also a discussion on employee appreciation as this helps
with and pertains to retention.
A representative from Woman in Stone
was also there and addressed the audience.
She was explaining about the mentorship
program which matches the skills the mentee is looking for with the skills a mentor
has. It is not limited to the United States,
this is a worldwide program. The mentor
does have to qualify with at least 10 years
of experience in the stone business.
Toward the end, an NSI representative talked about the classes that the NSI
offers. They encouraged everyone to check
out the courses and gave several examples
of how multiple employees can take the
same class, also mentioning that these are
accredited courses for anyone in the stone
industry.
There was a lot of activity and discussion
at this regional event. Awards were given
out. Vendors and sponsors spoke to the
audience and manned information tables
in the lobby. Many more topics were discussed other than the ones I’ve mentioned,

Please send your thoughts and comments on this article to Sharon Koehler at
Sharonk.SRG@gmail.com .

Where Will You Be
When the Music
Stops?
Continued from page 6

Pro Tip: Each market segment
needs its own specialized market
message.
This can be tough to do on your own.
It can be immensely helpful to have the
perspective of someone outside your
business asking the right probing questions to help you define this. It also takes
an experienced marketing professional
to craft the appropriate language and
integrate it into the appropriate delivery
vehicle for it to be effective. Few shop
owners have this capability in their business. Find the help you need and build
your marketing plan now.

Hope is not an effective
business strategy.
As we face the headwinds of economic change, we can hunker down and
hope to weather the storm or we can take
decisive action. The shops who decide to
take the actions recommended above are
the ones that will come out ahead of their
competition when this storm passes.
You deserve to have a business that
makes you money, But also allows
you time to enjoy it. Contact the author
at Ed@FabricatorsCoach.com, or call
864-328-6231.
Email me to talk through
ways to protect your business
from the economic ups & downs.
Coaching, Business Assessments
Workshops, Webinars & Podcasts

Ed@FabricatorsCoach.com
www.FabricatorsCoach.com
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U.S. Stone Industries Earns Natural Stone
Sustainability Standard Certification

U.S.

Stone Industries in Herington,
Kansas, has earned certification to the Natural Stone Sustainability
Standard (ANSI/NSI 373). The company
has achieved Silver status for their fabrication facility, which processes limestone
from raw blocks of stone into usable building materials.
Ben Retter, President of U.S. Stone
Industries commented: “Our experience
throughout the certification process validated our core belief that sustainable initiatives are exceedingly beneficial to our
environment, our industry, our customers, and our operations. We look forward
to expanding the certification to multiple
sites within our business.”

The Natural Stone Sustainability
Standard was first published in 2014 by the
Natural Stone Council. Ownership of the
standard transferred to the Natural Stone
Institute in early 2021, marking a significant opportunity to raise awareness about
the standard within the design community
and helping to position natural stone as a
solution for green building goals.
Quarriers and natural stone fabricators can look to this multi-attribute industry standard to identify ways to improve
sustainability efforts in their operations.
Through NSF’s third-party verification,
companies can certify their compliance
to the standard’s metrics, which include
human health and safety, corporate governance, and environmental responsibility.
By defining best practices for land reclamation, adaptive reuse, and management

of excess materials and waste, the standard
ensures that natural stone companies are
being good stewards of the land.
To learn more about the Natural Stone
Sustainability Standard and source certified natural stone, visit www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/sustainability.
The Natural Stone Institute is a trade
association representing every aspect of the
natural stone industry. The current membership exceeds 2,000 members in over
50 nations. The association offers a wide
array of technical and training resources,
professional development opportunities,
regulatory advocacy, and networking
events. Two prominent publications — the
Dimension Stone Design Manual and
Building
Stone
Magazine —  raise

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS
BRIDGE SAW WALLS • FLOORS
JIB CRANE FOOTINGS
MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

Protecting Your Investment!
SERVING ALL OF USA & CANADA SINCE 2005!

CALL 877.999.1175
or 404.543.0446

ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

F U L LY I N S U R E D | A L L W O R K G U A R A N T E E D | A L L S T R U C T U R E S E N G I N E E R - D E S I G N E D

awareness within the natural stone industry and in the design community for best
practices and uses of natural stone. Learn
more at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org.
NSF’s National Center for Sustainability
Standards facilitates the development of
standards, product category rules (PCRs)
and protocols in a consensus-based stakeholder process. Input from manufacturers,
suppliers, regulatory agencies, environmental organizations, procurement professionals, product specifiers, customers and
academia achieves acceptance and support for these market-changing standards.

SAVE TIME
SAVE YOUR BACK
SAVE YOUR stone
SAVE MONEY
FABRICATION, TRANSPORTATION, AND
INSTALLATION SOLUTIONS

omnicubed.com
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Fabricator Operational Software:
A Competitive Advantage

W

hat technology is most important to a fabricator:

Measuring Device?
CNC Saw?
CNC Router?
Crane/Forklift?
Tools/Supplies?
Computers?
The fact is, all of these are necessary to
produce quality stone countertops consistently. However, the item not listed and
often overlooked is Software – specifically, Operational Software, as it is the
one tool used by the entire organization.
Just like modern smart phones have transformed our lives because of the apps, the
same can be said for the expanding functionality of fabricator software. The emergence of software began with task-specific
software like Quoting apps but have
recently evolved into fully integrated ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) offerings for one’s entire organization. ERP is
defined as an “Integrated suite of modules
that provides the operational and transactional system of record for your business”
– Defined by: Mint Jutras R&A Inc.

This article’s focus is how fabricator
ERP systems add efficiency, improve communication, and provide real-time insight
into the performance of the business. I’ll
also outline the items to consider when
shopping for an ERP system.

Mickey Gault
Stoneapp Director of Business Development

Efficiency
The ideal system accommodates at least
the four pillars of functionality:
1) CRM/Quoting
2) Project Management/Scheduling
3) Purchasing/Inventory
4) Accounting
The idea is to enter information one
time and have the system present the data
throughout the various modules where
needed.
Here’s an example of how materials
might be handled with one data entry point:
• Quoted Product:
Fantasy Brown is a determinant in the
price.
• Project Management:
All departments understand Fantasy
Brown is the selected product.
• Purchasing/Inventory:
Fantasy Brown slab available to be reserved for cutting or Fantasy Brown
auto-populates on the Purchase Order
then auto-reserves to the project once
received.

• Inventory:
Material Handlers understand the specific slab and location to bring to the saw
for cutting. Remnant remains ‘reserved’
to the project until the project is complete and then auto-move back to inventory ‘In-stock’ status.

This article’s focus is
how fabricator ERP
systems add efficiency,
improve communication,
and provide real-time
insight into the performance of the business.
In this scenario no duplicate data-entry
is needed as the system performs the routine tasks for the fabricator. This elimination of repetition is the efficiency gained
by the fabricator which can be quantified
in increased production, error reduction,
and reduced labor.

S lippery R ock G azette
Real-Time Business Insight
Imagine the benefit of using realtime, accurate data from which to guide
one’s business. Though difficult to quantify, it is the core of out maneuvering the
competition.
Data Reporting Considerations in an
ERP:
• Is the system providing calculated
data, not just a value entered into a
field?
• Is data timely (real-time), accurate,
and presented in an efficient and
clear manner?
• What data-points are available?
• Can the data be easily exported for
use in analytics tools?

Future Development

Think of other ways that fabricator-specific software might maximize efficiency:
• Clear understanding of the Cost/
Margin/Price before quote sent to
customer
• Comparison of Estimated vs Actual
Cost/Margin/Price
• Sales ‘Hunting’ and ‘Follow-Up’
effort tracking
• Mapping functionality to optimize
field technician routes without data
entry redundancy
• Interactive forms and checklists
which staff and customers can sign
• A place to see all of a project’s notes,
files, and communications, including
an ability to email
• Ability to sync the financial data
with one’s accounting system or builtin accounting system
And much more…

Can the ERP’s current functionality
accommodate one’s future business needs?
One should also consider product’s flexibility. Business needs change and the ERP
must have the flexibility to adapt to the
changes.
Types of changes might include:
• Shift in customer types (example:
expanding into Production Builder or
Commercial work)
• Moving from ‘order taking’ to
‘hunting’ new clients
• Expanding to multiple locations
• Onboarding ease (Ex: Hire new controller or bookkeeper, can they use
a familiar software like QB or Sage
or do they need to learn and adopt a
built-in system?)
• How much can the system be tailored?
• Can the system integrate with one’s
website or customer portal?

Improved Communication

Future Development and Stability:

As fabricators grow, specialization
increases requiring solid communication
tools and discipline across the organization. Typically, specialization begins at
the 2 to 3 “kitchens” per day range as the
Field Technicians can no longer be a part
of the Sales or Production teams. It is critical that even the smallest details of a customer’s request effectively transfer from
Sales to the Template Technician and on
to the Production and Installation teams or
expectations are not met, resulting in reputational and financial risk. Today’s ERP
systems provide an easy solution for the
organization to seamlessly communicate
across departments, reducing risk and project delays.

Is the software under continuous development bringing new functionality?
Continuous development can be both good
and bad. It is good because additional functionality becomes available without having
to change software. It can be bad because
‘glitches’ are likely more prevalent.
Please turn to page 15

“Spread love everywhere you
go. Let no one ever come to
you without leaving happier.”
– Mother Teresa
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Fabricator Operational Software:
A Competitive Advantage
Continued from page 14

Implementation Plan
Almost as important as the tool itself is
the need for a pathway to implement the
new ERP. Here are some implementation
considerations:
•How finished is the product as a
starting point?
•Who is responsible for getting the
full functionality of the system optimized?
•How long does it take to get the ERP
fully operational?
•How is training handled and what
help resources are available?
•Are on-site resources available to
help one’s team quickly get back to
full production?
•How are current projects migrated
into the new ERP?
•What is the availability of customer
support assistance?

Summary
Improvements in automation, machines,
and tooling have allowed fabricators to
produce a quality product more productively and consistently. Similarly, ERP
software does the same for one’s entire
organization. It is important to thoroughly
investigate to determine the ERP system
best for your team. The points and questions above provide an ‘overview of considerations’ when shopping.
Lastly, the list below are some ‘functionality’ questions that might help you with
your search:
•How many times does the same data
need to be re-entered?

•How is work-order Phasing handled? – Consider accuracy of SF, T$,
Rev $
•When is material consumed? – At
Cutting? At Installation?
•How do materials move from ‘Reserved’ to ‘In-Stock’?
•How does the material handler(s)
know which slabs need to be brought
to the Saw Station?
•How are Remakes and Service Reasons and Costs tracked?
•How are customer communications
generated and retained?
•How is Estimated versus Actual Job
Costing accomplished?
•How are new business hunting efforts managed (CRM)?
•Does the system allow for data
extraction for use in other analytics
tools?
•Can my stock material images be
visible on my webpage?
•Is an on-site implementation Expert
available?
As Stoneapp’s Director of Business
Development, Mickey Gault has overall responsibility for Marketing, Sales,
Service, and Implementations. He is also
Owner/Operator of Stone-BI, a Dashboard
and Analytics tool combining data from
Stoneapp, Accounting, Payroll, and
Machines for timely and accurate operational data for countertop fabricators. In
these roles he combines his expertise in
fabricator processes, ERP systems, analytics, and communicating technical requirements. His goal is to help fabricators
optimize their business through software
design, deployment, and analytics.
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Artistic Granite and Marble
Goes Bigger and Better Continued from page 3

Above: A fully-functional display kitchen in the Artistic Granite and Marble showroom features a
working tap and appliances, theme-decorated with recycled bourbon casks repurposed as stools,
light fixtures, and insets set in a granite bar.
Below: Carrie, Ron, and Chris Brown in the spacious, two-story Artistic Granite and Marble
showroom. In the foreground is a floating, cantilevered table, also pictured at right.

Above: MSI Calacatta Classique quartz kitchen for a 2017 St. Jude Dream Home project,
materials donated by Artistic Granite.
Below, Right: LED-lit floating glass vanity top
with a porcelain vessel sink. Brown has plans
to bring the manufacturing tech in-house to
make glass tops like this one.
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Artistic Granite and Marble
Goes Bigger and Better

Continued from page 16

A Rockin’ Future and
Full Speed Ahead
“Dad and I both have engineering
degrees, which helps us to solve many of
the issues we see on a daily basis and come
up with creative solutions to some of the
more extreme requests we get from customers,” continued Chris. “We are a family
business that cares about the relationships
with our customers, and we believe in treating them respectfully. We’ve expanded
considerably, and for the last three years,
we’ve been experiencing right around 20%
growth every year, which is kind of amazing, but we’re making it work!
“That said, to keep up with the demand,
we are going to need to increase our workforce. We’ve just hired a bunch of fabricators and installers, as well as a project
manager to take a little bit of work off
of my plate to help me sleep at night!
Nonetheless, we are looking to hire three
more fabricators, and put on one more
installation crew. On one hand, it’s tough
to keep people around, but the ones who
do stay have been very high-quality team
members and have been with us for many
years. They are reliable, do a great job
everyday with very little direction, and
know how to take care of our customers.
We give them great benefits and pay rates,
and have as much overtime as these guys
want to work. We treat them right, give
them all the tools they need to succeed, and

Above: Imperial Danby marble traditional
kitchen.
Right: Farmhouse-style integrated soapstone
vanity sink with matching faux painted walls.
Right Center: Granite wrap-around bar
designed with a unique rounded profile
Bottom: This quartzite fire table rests on a
Dekton cabinet with aluminum framing and
access doors to the propane assembly – part
of Artistic Granite and Marble’s expanding
outdoor display area.

they are well taken care of. We are family,
and I don’t know where we’d be without
their level of dedication and experience,
and having them has been invaluable.
“As for dad, he has taken more of a backseat, I guess. He’s still involved in special
projects, but in the day-to-day operation
of the company, he’s taken a step back.
So he’s about as retired as he’s gonna get,
which means he puts in a fifty-hour week,
instead of an eighty. And if that’s what
keeps him happy, I’m not going to stop
him!”
Artistic Granite and Marble is a member of the Building Industry Association
of Central Kentucky, and has been a loyal
BB Industries customer since Ron Brown
launched the countertop company.
For more information about Artistic
Granite and Marble, visit www.artistic
graniteky.com .
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Samoter Launches
Samoter Lab

!

NEW

When you need to cut fast, cut consistently,
and strike at your production, Viper Vibora

is ready to get to work.

i
V

S

amoter has officially announced
Samoter Lab: “the new beating heart
of the 31st edition of Samoter,” the
international construction machinery exhibition scheduled at Veronafiere, May 3-7,
2023. This new area that will focus on
innovation, comparison and training was
previewed to a number of companies that
develop 4.0 solutions and technologies:
Bosch Rexroth, Cobo Group, Kiwitron,
Ifm electronic, Leica Geosystems,
S.A.E.T., Spektra - A Trimble Company,
Spring Machine Control, Moba Electronic,
Topcon Positioning Italy and W.A.Y.

Unique 25mm
segments have
a fang pattern,
a diamond array
that lasts, with the
ability to cut natural
and engineered
stone with speed!
• Consistent Cuts with Fast Speeds and Long Life
• Cuts Natural and Engineered Stone
• Miters: Reduce Feed Rate by 30 percent
• Available in 14”, 16”, and 18”
• 25mm Segments
• Wet Use Only

is the bridge saw blade that

you need and trust.

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

800-575-4401

The law of the cap: A company or group cannot grow greater,
wider, deeper or healthier than the person and people at the top.
–Dr. John Maxwell

“Digitization and de-carbonization are
the keywords characterizing the new
Samoter Lab format,” said Sara Quotti
Tubi, Agritech Area Manager, “not to
mention economic sustainability, safety
and training. Samoter Lab is open to all
companies in the construction sector keen
to bring innovation and content along to
the trade fair and promote discussion.”
Products including Sensors, all remote
sensing devices and diagnostic tools – all
are anticpated as welcome participant, as
well as the “Internet of Things,” machineto-machine platforms and low-emission
machinery.
This project came into being through
continuous dialogue with the sector, which
expressed the need for a venue specifically for technological exposure combined
with opportunities for updating, training
and comparison, involving companies that
generate innovation, and end users, institutions and the research world.
“The construction machinery sector,”
states Luca Nutarelli, Secretary General of
Unacea, “is being overtaken by a massive
wave of technological innovations. A focal
point enhancing the extent of this change
will be extremely useful to sector operators and will equally help innovate trade
fair marketing itself.”
Samoter Lab will enjoy excellent visibility in the exhibition layout: it will be set up
in the heart of Samoter, in the new Hall 12,
opposite the main Re Teodorico entrance.
Visitors wishing to reach the other show
halls are obliged to pass through it.
Please turn to page 19
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Unlocking the Toy Chest

Samoter Lab
Continued from page 18

The venue is characterized by purpose-built set-ups with a smart format:
attendance by every company is conceived
in accordance with a tailor-made model.
The new project will consequently integrate fully and seamlessly with the traditional concept of Samoter.
This initiative is also linked with
the Innovation Award, the Technical
Innovation Competition that rewards
investments in research and innovation
by companies in the sector. Following
the Prize-Giving Ceremony scheduled on
23 February, the award-winning solutions
and technologies will be highlighted in the
Samoter Lab area with a dedicated event.
For more information, visit SaMoTer
2023 at:
www.samoter.it
@info@samoter.com

Adorkable Yeets!

F

inding out that shrinkflation, adorkable, subvariant and even pumpkin
spice are now officially in the dictionary
might make you exclaim “Yeet!” Or not.

ICYMI, those are five of the 370 words
and phrases that Merriam-Webster added
to its dictionary in September, the publisher announced. Oh yeah, ICYMI, short
for “in case you missed it,” was also
added.
“Some of these words will amuse or
inspire, others may provoke debate. Our
job is to capture the language as it is used,”
Peter Sokolowski, Merriam-Webster’s
editor at large, said in a statement. “Words
offer a window into our ever-changing
language and culture, and are only added
to the dictionary when there is clear and
sustained evidence of use.”
Worldwide inflation has made shrinkflation a household word. It is defined by
the Springfield, Massachusetts publisher
as “the practice of reducing a product’s
amount or volume per unit while continuing to offer it at the same price.” Think,
going to the grocery store and finding
that orange juice is no longer available in
64 fluid ounce (1.9 liter) cartons, just 59
ounce.
Pumpkin spice — that polarizing blend
of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, cloves and

“Everything is changing in
America. People are taking
the comedians seriously and
the politicians as a joke.”
— Will Rogers
allspice that’s used to flavor, well, just
about everything every fall these days —
has been around for years but is finally in
the dictionary.
Many of the words are slang or used
informally on social media. Adorkable,
a mashup of dorky and adorable, means
“socially awkward or quirky in a way that
is endearing.”
Yeet is either “used to express surprise,
approval, or excited enthusiasm” or as a
verb to mean “to throw, especially with
force and without regard for the thing
being thrown,” according to MerriamWebster’s definition.
The worldwide coronavirus pandemic
has pushed terms once heard almost
exclusively in medical circles onto everyone’s tongue, including subvariant,
booster dose, and emergency use authorization, which are all new dictionary
entries. Gee, thanks, COVID.
Many new words are drawn from popular culture, including the verb MacGyver,
inspired by the television character who
can make or repair just about anything
with ordinary items within reach.
If all the new words are overwhelming,
try listening to the calming dawn chorus,
defined as: “the singing of wild birds
that closely precedes and follows sunrise
especially in spring and summer.”

V

oting opened September 14 on
which toys should go into the
National Toy Hall of Fame this year. The
class of 2022 finalists are: bingo, Breyer
Horses, Catan, Lite-Brite, Nerf Toys,
Masters of the Universe, piñata, Phase
10, Pound Puppies, Rack-O, Spirograph,
and the top.
“These 12 toys span the history of play.
The top is as old as civilization itself and
bingo has been played in some form for
hundreds of years,” said Christopher
Bensch, vice president for collections at
The Strong museum in Rochester, New
York, where the hall of fame is housed.
The public was invited to vote online
through September 21. The three toys
that receive the most public votes will
make up a single “Player’s Choice” ballot. That ballot will be counted alongside
those turned in by a national selection
committee whose members include
industry experts, academics and others.
The inductees will be announced
November 10.
“All 12 of these toys have what it takes
to be contenders for the class of 2022,”
Bensch said.
Anyone can nominate a toy for the
annual honor, but to be recognized
by the hall of fame, toys have to have
achieved icon status, longevity and foster learning or discovery. They also must
have changed play or toy design.
The National Toy Hall of Fame opened
at The Strong in 1998. So far, 77 toys
have been inducted, from simple favorites like the paper airplane, bubbles and
sidewalk chalk to the even more ubiquitous, including the stick and cardboard
box.
Last year’s honorees were American
Girl Dolls, the boardgame Risk, and
sand. yes, that’s sand, as in sandbox...

“Truth can stand by itself.
Subject opinion
to coercion:
whom will you make
your inquisitors?”
—Thomas Jefferson

Italdiamant
Announces
NEXT Blade

A

fter months of field testing
and development, Italdiamant
announces its newest tool for fabricators. The NEXT blade is the result of
high-tech diamond application to the 8
mm segments, resulting in an smooth, fast
cutting and extremely versatile product
that can be used on all surfacing materials,
including granite, marble, quartzite, engineered stone, and ultra compact surfaces.
The Next is a high-performance blade
designed for speed and recommended
for high HP saws. The 14-inch Next runs
best at 3,000 to 3,200 rpm, while 16-inch
Next runs best at speeds of 2,800 to3,000
rpm. On engineered stone set your speed
at 16-30 feet per minute, and for quartzite,
1-5 feet per minute.
For more information contact the customer service experts at BB Industries,
800-575-4401.
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Restoration Training School is a Great Investment

AS

professionals, training is one thing
that we really can’t get enough
of. Whether you’re a 40-plus year veteran
like me, or those wanting to become a new
technician in the business, you must understand the materials and situations you will
be dealing with, and there is a base minimal
knowledge and skill level that is required.
In the field of a hard surface restoration
professional, we deal with marble, granite,
limestone, quartzite, serpentine, mixtures
of these with cement or resin (terrazzo or
engineered stone), concrete, ceramic tile,
and even Corian-type surfaces, too. The
hardness and other important properties of
these materials can differ greatly and can
present various challenges, even for the
veteran contractor.
Now, if you’re a seasoned contractor
needing to grow your company by adding more employees, you can possibly hire
on some experienced help. However, these
days, experienced help may be hard if not
impossible to find. You can, of course,
bring in people and try to train them yourself. This will take time, which you may
not have. Also, some will learn faster than
others.
Even if you get the chance to hire an
experienced technician, there is the other
potential elephant in the room: why are
they looking for a job? It could be a legitimate relocation issue, or it could be some
potentially negative issue. What if they
were fired by their previous employer, or
worse? Hiring a new employee can be a
daunting task, with its own risks.
However, there is another option you
should consider. You can send all of your
new hires, regardless of experience level,

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies
Photos by Bob Murrell

to a qualified school to get the latest training. This will speed up the process and give
them the foundational training they need to
become beneficial to you, at a much faster
pace. Also, they will have learned at the
school and not on your jobsite, which won’t
slow you down or risk potential issues, in
that regard. Once they get the basics from
the school, you can continue to train them
in your own procedural style.
M3 Technologies Inc. has partnered
with The SurpHaces Learning Institute
(formerly the Stone & Tile School). The
SurpHaces Learning Institute is headed
by Fred Hueston (aka Dr Fred), who is
renowned for teaching stone restoration
students. There are classes designed for all
skill levels, from beginners to experienced
level craftsman. I have known Dr Fred for
over 35 years, and he is the best in the business, now that I no longer teach (LOL). The
Institute is located in Melbourne, Florida,
which is not far away from Orlando.
Flights should be cost-effective from virtually anywhere in the country, and not too
far of a drive for anyone in the southeast.
The SurpHaces Learning Institute offers
courses in both eLearning, designated E
or eLearning with hands-on option, designated H. Courses include but are not limited to:

Dr Fred discusses diamond abrasives
with class at the SurpHaces Learning
Center in Melbourne, FL.

Marble and Stone Floor Restoration
Master Course – Stone Restoration
Inspection & Troubleshooting – Stone,
Tile, and Masonry
Engineered Stone Restoration
Granite Floor Restoration
Historic Preservation
And there are many other specialty
courses available, as well.
These courses are applicable to all contractors, both new and experienced, and I
highly advise this form of continuing education. Being aware of the latest new procedures and products can most always be
beneficial to your business. The investment in your company is probably tax
deductible too, but check with the people
at The SurpHaces Leaning Center to confirm this.
One aspect that must be taught and
enforced by you, the business owner, is
professionalism and tact. Without expert
direction, employees can sometimes be a

SurpHaces Learning Center instruction includes actual practice in tools and
techniques. Classes are designed for
all skill levels.

liability to your company. You can’t have
technicians lounging around on and soiling
expensive furniture, leaning against walls,
handling potentially expensive objects of
art, smoking (sometimes, there is no smoking on some work sites) and improperly
disposing of their cigarette butts, and generally being disrespectful of your clients’
property.
It is just as important that they look neat
and professional, as it is that you look professional; a disheveled-looking crew will
get you a bad reputation, fast. As you
know, I suggest company logo shirts at a
minimum; the rest is up to you.
Also, please try to keep employees’ conversations with the clients to a minimum.
You don’t need them talking about what a
“harda#$” you are, or the people down the
street, for that matter, either… just sayin’!
Training your employees to work both
smarter and harder is the goal.
I ran one of the largest training centers
in the country, back in the day. I had many
students who attended our school. I still
personally know quite a few who are operating very successful restoration companies to this day.
Please turn to page 21
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Staying on the Cutting Edge of
Cornpone Humor

AN

ol’ reliable on the hillbilly comedy circuit is the “bad haircut”
joke. I’ve heard it, and told it, many times.
Names and places might change with each
rendition, but the gist is always the same.
Goes something like this:
Uncle Zeke comes down out of the hills
for his six-month haircut. After the shearing is complete, he says the barber did a
bad job. Downright terrible job, in fact.
He gripes and grumbles and leaves in a
huff. Back home, it irks him every time he
glances at a mirror.
Nonetheless, he returns six months later
and flops down in the chair. As the snipping begins, so does the usual banter.
“What ya’been doin’ lately?” asks the
barber.
“Travelin’” says Uncle Zeke.
“Really? Where’d you go?”
“Warshin’ton, D.C.”
“See anybody famous?”
“Yep, run into the president hisself. Even
got to talk to him.”
“Wow! What’d the president say to
you?”
“He took one look and hollered, ‘Buddy,
wher’nhell’d you get that awful haircut?’”

STONE SHIELD SUPREME ADHESIVES
If you’re looking for the best, you’ve just found it!
This Supreme polyester adhesive is made from the
highest quality materials. It’s very easy to color and
offers the same reliable high strength that fabricators have come to expect from Stone Shield sealers
and adhesives, to color enhancers, compatible with
granite, marble, travertine and engineered stone.

Sam Venable
Department of Irony
OK, so it’s a cornpone groaner. Far be it
from me to turn down a cheap laugh.
But it sure beats what transpired at a barbershop in Melbourne, Florida — and I
swear on six little dabs of Brylcreem I’m
not making this up. I learned about it from
Florida Today newspaper and Newsweek
magazine.
Seems a masked gunman burst into the
place. The guy pointed his weapon at several people, which gave the barber enough
time to grab his own pistol and shoot the
culprit in the hip, disabling him until police
arrived.
As it turned out, robbery wasn’t the
motive. Customer dissatisfaction was.
Here’s what Melbourne officer Ryan
Schorer included in his report: “It was
actually related to a prior haircut transaction he was unhappy with.”
Ouch. I guess an unfavorable review on
Yelp wasn’t sufficient.
Please turn to page 22
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www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

800-575-4401

Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Continued from page 20

It all started with a good foundational
training program. The rest is on-the-job
training, along with continuing education.
If you need to send some of your current
employees, need to send a new hire, or simply need to go back yourself and get some
expert training or certification on a specific
topic, The SurpHaces Learning Center is
the best way to get that done both quickly
and cost effectively. Check out the school
at www.GetTrainedToday.com.
As always and before beginning any new
project, I recommend submitting a test
area to confirm the results and the procedure, prior to starting a stone or hard surface restoration/maintenance project. Also,
the best way to help ensure success is by
partnering with a good distributor partner

like BB Industries, that knows the business. They can help with technical support,
product purchase decisions, logistics, and
other pertinent project information.
Bob Murrell has worked in the natural
stone industry for over 40 years and is well
known for his expertise in natural stone,
tile and decorative concrete restoration and
maintenance. He helped develop some of
the main products and processes which revolutionized the industry, and is currently the
Director of Operations for M3 Technologies.

WOOD’S POWR-GRIP®
VACUUM LIFTERS & HAND CUPS
 Specifically designed for safety
 Every product is
individually tested and
approved before shipping
 USA Manufacturer
Complies with ANSI standards
Visit WPG.com or call 800.548.7341
for more information on WPG’s
stone-handling products.
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The Slippery Rock Marketplace
Fast. Flexible. Financing.1
Visit: Ascentium.info/Rock2022
Financing dependent on credit parameters.

1

Patented Undermount Sink Clips

FAST. SIMPLE. SECURE.
www.sinkits.com

(417) 374-7373

info@sinkits.com

Experienced and Specializing in:
Training/ Calibration /Troubleshooting of OMAG CNCs
Countertop production and fabrication stategies
EasySTONE and EasySTONE-NCsoftware

Phone: (970) 309-4339

Continued from page 21

Soon as I read about this incident, I called my longtime clipper (and hunting-fishing sounding board) Hoyt
Vanosdale, to see if anything like that had ever occurred
to him.
“No,” he replied. “In 54 years of barbering, I can honestly say I’ve never had anybody tell me they didn’t like
the haircut I gave ’em. Most folks tell you what kind of cut
they want when they sit down. After that, it’s pretty easy.”
Which reminded Hoyt and me of yet another tried-andtrue barber gag.
Question: What’s the difference between a good haircut
and a bad one?
Answer: About two weeks.

Email: jerry@kiddimprovements.com

“If that fellow in Florida had just waited a couple of
weeks, everything woulda been OK,” Hoyt chuckled.
“Now, he’s gonna have to wait a lot longer than that in
jail… mebbe long enough to get a bad jail haircut!”
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Getting your company
to the NEXT LEVEL

UN

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

P

STRUGGLE #1:

M

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

CALL 877.999.1175 or 404.543.0446
ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

O

Sam Venable is an author, comedic entertainer, and
humor columnist for the Knoxville (TN) News Sentinel.
His latest book is “The Joke’s on YOU! (All I Did
Was Clean Out My Files).” He may be reached at sam.
venable@outlook.com.

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS • BRIDGE SAW WALLS
FLOORS • JIB CRANE FOOTINGS •MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

ETING

SOLUTION

Coaching that:
• moves you forward
• gets your team working
• focuses on your business’
issues

“The Trick is to get one of the Kids to give you a name.”

FabricatorsCoach.com

Grow the Retail Side of your Countertop Company
You only get retail countertop jobs from
word-of-mouth leads and referrals.
You’ve tried marketing in the past and it didn’t
work to bring in jobs.
You don’t have a system to follow-up with
homeowners in order to close more jobs.
BOOK A FREE STRATEGY CALL TODAY
to find out how we can help
https://countertopmarketingco.com/
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Did You Know?

Slippery Rock Classifiedad space is
available FREE to the Stone Industry!
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds

Upload online or email
publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net

IGLOO 640 X 450 100t

2022-2023

Classified Ad Deadlines
December 2022 Issue
Friday, Oct0ber 28, 2022

$56,300.00 USD
While Supplies Last

EXW Whitehall, NY

January 2023 Issue
Tuesday, November 29, 2022

•110 TON SPLITTING FORCE

February 2023 Issue
Tuesday, December 27, 2022

• 17.72” SPLITTING HEIGHT

• 25.2” BLADE LENGTH
• 11 KW PUMP UPGRADE

Ads not meeting guidelines will
not be published. See www.
slipperyrockgazette.net for details.

• 5.05” PER SECOND DESCENT
• 6.49” PER SECOND RETRACT
• TESTED and PRESSURES SET PRIOR TO SHIPMENT (518) 499-0602

For Sale

• CURRENTLY IN STOCK, WHITEHALL, NY 12887

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

Rockford Planer. With over 150 shaping knifes. Perfect for Limestone. Asking
price $12,000 USD. Contact: Martin M,
403-478-9293, martin@stone-concept.ca .
___________
Park Wizard. Park Wizard Deluxe 2 spindle machine, good shape, some tooling,
3 benches. Contact: Jeff Kohmann, 330575-3871, jeff@rocksolidcutstone.com .
___________
2019 Prodim Proliner 7 CS Digital
Templating. Perfect Condition. Have too
many, trying to sell one. Also have a 2016
model available. Will sell either machine.
Includes aluminum tripod, 2 batteries,
charger, remote control, case. Asking
$21,500 OBO. Contact: Rick Adams, 706318-3181, radams@stargraniteinteriors.
com .
___________
Rockford Planner. With over 150 shaping knifes. Perfect for Limestone. Asking
price $12,000 USD. Contact: Martin M,
403-478-9293, martin@stone-concept.ca .
___________
2020 BACA Robo Sawjet for Sale.
Excellent Condition , Low Hours robot
run time 520.95 waterjet run time 222.95
hp pump runtime 256.91 total saw motor
run time 258.42 Can Assist with training and installation. Machine located in
the Southeast. Additional Information
and pictures available. Priced to Sell:
$275,000. Call 904-613-6253, jennifer@
jandjcorp.com .
___________
2018 Mec Horizontal T1 Pitching
machine. A single head machine that,
peels, i.e. pitches, natural stone pieces
for the production of thin veneer and wall
claddings with one face split side in view.
Can pitch different kind of stones: starting from the softest, such as sandstone
and marble, to the hardest ones, such as
granite and quartzite and even concrete.
Contact: Martin M, 403-478-9293, martin@stone-concept.ca .

ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com

Learn Stone & Tile Troubleshooting
HPS Express G series. The HPS Express
G series of energy efficient low voltage
distribution transformers offer an ideal
combination of features, quality, reliability
and performance to provide the most cost
effective solution for your commercial
applications. Contact: Martin M, 403-4789293, martin@stone-concept.ca .
___________
2012 XTREME MFG XR1245 For Sale.
2012 XTREME XR1245 Telescopic lift
S/N: XR1245031291687 Meter Reads:
3891 hrs. Engine: Perkins, HP: 120,
Transmission: 4F/4R non-pneumatic tires,
out riggers. Enclosed cab fully heated. This
machine is in mint condition....$70,000
USD. Contact: Martin M, 403-478-9293,
martin@stone-concept.ca .
___________
GENSET 250 Kva. Genset 250 Kva.
Almost new, 350 hrs. Asking $25,000
USD. Contact: Martin M, 403-478-9293,
martin@stone-concept.ca .
___________
Ford F550 Boom Truck. Used 2004 Ford
F550 with RWD, flat bed, towing package.
Trailer hatch, bench seat, steel wheels,
AC, 68,700 miles, has A40 Auto Crane
Knuckle Boom #7500. Call for info or
email Brent. Contact: Young Brothers, Inc,
405-272-0821, brent@youngbrosinc.com .
___________
BACA Systems – BACA MiterX.
**New** BACA SYSTEMS Miter X
14in blade miter saw. This was purchased
new but never put in production. Our loss
is your gain. $42,000. •140in cut stroke
•Heavy duty pneumatic clamps lock material in place •Control the RPM of the blade
for different materials Pick up at our location or you pay shipping to North America.
Email veastcoast11@gmail.com or call
864 921-5611.

Business Opportunities
Turn Key Shop. Looking to get out
of the business. Shop is located just
outside Buffalo, New York. I am willing to take monthly payments, with
some money down. We have 2 Intermac
Master 43 CNCs, a Yukon 2 bridge saw,
overhead crane with vac lifters– everything you need to get started. Maybe
some help, too – owner willing to stick
around for the changeover. Email:
stonetech45@gmail.com.
___________
Limestone Fabrication Facility. Turnkey
Limestone Fabrication business for sale
in southern Indiana. We have all the
equipment inside a 7200 Sq Ft Butler
steel building with double girder overhead crane. Please call for more information. Contact: Michael Donham,
812-829-5663, mdonham@accentlimestone.com.
___________

Stone Forensics is once again
offering its popular Stone Inspection Seminar as an affordable, self
guided PowerPoint presentation.
Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile
Inspection course and learn how
to take your skills to the next level
as a certified stone inspector.
Evaluate installations, understand
crack propagation, troubleshoot
failures, learn problem solving
for stain removal, efflorescence,
lippage, and more.
See the stoneforensics.com
website for more online training
opportunities.

Troubleshooting
pitting and spalling,
moisture, rust damage and more will be
covered in Dr. Fred’s
in-depth class.

• Learn physical
and chemical
testing, troubleshoot
problems
• Earn Up to $300
per hour
• Includes class
manual & three
technical calls to
Dr. Fred

Call 321-514-6845 Stoneforensics.com
“A new survey found that 80 percent of men claim they help cook
Thanksgiving dinner. Which makes sense, when you hear them
consider saying ‘that smells good’ to be helping.”
– Jimmy Fallon

Wanted
Denver Saw. Looking for an old Denver
saw with a DNP01 controller or just the
controller if someone has one. Please
contact me if you have one or know of
one. Thanks! Contact: Jeff Kohmann,
330-575-3871, jeff@rocksolidcutstone.
com.
___________
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And the Winner Is…

T

he sex lives of constipated scorpions, cute ducklings with an innate
sense of physics, and a life-size rubber
moose may not appear to have much in
common, but they all inspired the winners of this year’s Ig Nobels, the prize
for comical scientific achievement.

Held less than a month before the
actual Nobel Prizes are announced, the
32nd annual Ig Nobel prize ceremony
was for the third year in a row a prerecorded affair webcast on the Annals
of Improbable Research magazine’s
website.
The winners, honored in 10 categories,
also included scientists who found that
when people on a blind date are attracted
to each other, their heart rates synchronize, and researchers who looked at why
legal documents can be so utterly baffling, even to lawyers themselves.
Even though the ceremony was prerecorded, it retained much of the fun of
the live event usually held at Harvard
University.
As has been an Ig Nobel tradition, real
Nobel laureates handed out the prizes,
using a bit of video trickery: The Nobel
laureates handed the prize off screen,
while the winners reached out and
brought a prize they had been sent and
self-assembled into view.
Winners also received a virtually
worthless Zimbabwean $10 trillion bill.
Curiosity Ig-nited? Here’s more about
one of the more useful winners:
THAT’S A MOOSE, DUMMY
Magnus Gers won the safety engineering Ig Nobel for making a moose “crash
test dummy” for his master’s thesis at
KTH Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, which was published by the
Swedish National Road and Transport
Research Institute.
Frequent moose vs. vehicle collisions
on Sweden’s highways often result in
injuries and death to both human and
animal, Gers said in an email. Yet automobile makers rarely include animal
crashes in their safety testing.
“I believe this is a fascinating and still
very unexplored area that deserves all
the attention it can get,” he said. “This
topic is mystical, life threatening and
more relevant than ever.”

My Stone and Tile Floor
Has Flooded. Now What?

S lippery R ock G azette

Dr. Frederick M. Hueston
Stone Forensics

F

looding that accompanies hurricanes
and other storms can potentially ruin
stone, tile, wood, and other types of
flooring. The most pressing concern home
and property owners have after a flood is
whether the floor can be saved. Answering
this question can be tricky, because it depends
on a variety of factors, including the source
of the water, how long the water remained on
the surface, and the environment. Let’s look
at each of these factors, as well as actions to
take immediately following a flood.

Water Source
Is the flood water source fresh water or
salt water? If the property is near an ocean
or a saltwater source, the salts contained in
the water can dry and cause stone, tile, grout,
and concrete to pit and fall apart. If the flood
water contains sewage, contaminants may be
introduced into the pores of the surface material and harbor harmful bacteria. Any type of
water can cause a wood floor to warp.

Dwell Time
How long has the water remained on the
surface? The longer water sits, the more it
can seep into the floor, including the slab or
wood substructure under the flooring. The
longer water sits, the greater chance for mold
and mildew to develop. It only takes 24 to 48
hours after a flood for mold and mildew to
start growing. As long as moisture remains,
these fungi will continue to grow.

Temperature
Hot and humid climates can also increase
the damage to many flooring types. Without
air conditioning, flooring materials can
expand, which causes stress to the material.
Expansion joints can mitigate this stress,
but if the floor was installed without proper
expansion joints, stone and tile may tent or
crack. Floor types that generally can’t be
saved or repaired include wood, certain laminates, vinyl, linoleum, and carpeting. Stone,
tile, terrazzo, and other hard surfaces can
often be saved.

Preparing for Cleaning Up
Before removing debris, do the following.
1. Make sure the flood has receded. There
is no sense in cleaning up if additional flooding will occur.
2. Wear protective gloves and goggles. Flood water may contain some nasty

contaminants. For anyone concerned about
getting sick, consider wearing a Tyvek suit,
which provides protection against a wide
range of chemical threats and hazards.
3. Turn off the power. Water can easily
seep into outlets and cause electrocution.
4. Take plenty of photos for the insurance
company. This is something that many people forget to do, but documenting the damage can be very helpful, especially if you
have expensive furnishings. Call your insurance company to report the damage.

Removing Debris
Next, remove any furniture or other items
that may have been soaked. After the area
is cleared, remove any mud or muck with a
shovel.

Remove the Water
Remove the water with a wet vacuum. If
there is a lot of water, rent a commercial wet
vac. If the flood is minor, soak up the water
with towels or a mop and bucket. Vacuum
out floor heating or air conditioning registers, as well.

Sanitize the Floor
After the water is removed, clean the floor
with soap water. Mix 1/4 cup mild dish soap
and 3 cups warm water for marble and limestone flooring. Mix 1/4 cup dish soap, 2 cups
vinegar, 2 cups warm water, and 1/2 cup
lemon juice for other types of hard flooring.
In a large bucket, combine 5 gallons of
water and 1 cup of bleach. Spread the bleach
mixture on the floor with a mop or squeegee
to sterilize the area. Do not rinse the floor
with water. Allowing the bleach to dwell
will help facilitate the sanitization process.
Here is a bleach-free alternative formula

for sanitizing. Fill a spray bottle with hydrogen peroxide that has a 3% concentration.
Spray the surface until it is completely saturated with the hydrogen peroxide. After the
floor surface has dried, clean the area with
the previously mentioned dish detergent
mixture. A good store-bought, pH-neutral
cleaner can also be used in place of the dish
detergent formula.

Dry the Floor
Place dehumidifiers in the flooded area or
use fans to move the air. This will help accelerate the evaporation of water and moisture.
Turn on the air conditioner, as well, because
it will function as a dehumidifier. Monitor
the moisture of the floor with an inexpensive moisture meter, available at any big box
store or online.
Carefully watch the floor for any color
changes over the next few days or weeks.
Some flooring types can yellow, change
color, or fade. Do not apply any sealers to
the floor if it is not completely dry.

Call a Professional
If the floor is turning color or appears to
be deteriorating, consult with the property’s
insurance company and a professional flooring inspector.
It may take months to properly clean and
make the required repairs after a flood. If
the humidity level in the flood area is high,
be prepared to wait at least 6 months after a
flood before starting the remodeling process.
Fred Hueston, aka, “Dr Fred” has been
a floor professional for over 40 years. To
read more about him and his company visit
StoneForensics.com.

REGISTER NOW intlsurfaceevent.com/register

31 JANUARY - 2 FEBRUARY

LAS VEGAS 2023

Comprised of three world-class tradeshows: SURFACES | StonExpo | TileExpo events, The International
Surface Event (TISE) is the largest North American floor covering, stone, and tile industry B2B event the annual, first-of-the-year marketplace for sourcing the newest industry products and services.
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– Your complete source for storing and transporting stone –
“Hercules A-Frames are very sturdy,
nice looking and professionally-built. I was
surprised that they came with the wooden
inserts, to keep the slabs from sliding off,
which was very much needed. We stock
around 3,000 slabs, and now all of them
are on display for ease of viewing.”
– Terry Bortolotti, G.M.S. Werks /
Universal Terrazzo & Tile Co.

Hercules A-Frame Slab
Storage Racks #6698

4100 A ppalachian W ay
K noxville , TN 37918

S lippery R ock G azette

Capacity: 15,400 Lbs. Per Side

Hercules 8 Ft. Kitchen
Transport Rack with
White Rubber #6731
Capacity: 30,800 Lbs.
(Also available at 6 Ft.)

Hercules Shop Cart #6706
Capacity: 2,200 Lbs.

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

Why clutter
your shop
when ONE
machine
does it all?
The Fab King cuts sink
holes, profiles edges,
drills holes, zpolishes back
splashes, and antiques,
polishes, or hones surfaces.
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MADE IN THE USA

Distributed by:

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com u Sales: 800-575-4401 & 865-310-5416
RYE-Corp Customer Service: 865-988-3823

